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Description Newmar Ventana Class A diesel motorhome 4326 highlights: Flip Up Bunk Bath
and a Half Two Pantries 19 Cu. Ft. Whirlpool Refrigerator Exterior Shower ? You
will appreciate all of the storage areas throughout this motorhome! There is a
wardrobe with shelves next to the 30" x 72" flip up bunk with wardrobe, a
wardrobe with shelves in the full rear bathroom which also has another wardrobe
prepped to add an optional washer and dryer.? The full-wall slide provides more
interior space, along with two additional slides. You can watch your favorite
movie in comfort on the Samsung LED 4K TV while relaxing on the king bed slide,
and the kiddos can watch their movie on the 50" Samsung LED 4K TV while
relaxing on the 84" hide-a-bed sofa or 58" fixed sofa! ? Newmar's most flexible
coach is found with the Ventana motorhome! The STAR foundation improves
strength and durability, as well as a quieter and more stable ride than any other
Class A diesel coach. The Freightliner chassis comes standard, or you can choose
the optional Spartan chassis. Each model is constructed with gelcoat fiberglass
exterior sidewalls and front and rear caps, along with Polar Pak R19 batten
insulation in the roof so you can enjoy four seasons of fun. Some of the
convenient cockpit features include an Xite dash radio with a Nav-N-Go
navigation system, six-way power captain's seats, and the Mobileye lane tracking
and lane departure system for added safety. You'll love the luxurious look of the
porcelain tile floor and three stylish decor options, and each floorplan includes
polished solid surface countertops in the kitchen, bath, and bedroom! The exterior
is outfitted with the industry-exclusive Full-Paint Masterpiece Finish, Smart Level
hydraulic leveling jacks, Silverstar ultra headlight bulbs, and an optional
entertainment center! ?
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 190-M79847
VIN Number: 4VZAT1D19RC095365
Condition: New

Item address 251 Travelers Way, 92069, San Marcos, California, United States
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